UNIVERSITY OF HAWAI‘I AT MĀNOA (UHM) 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATION (COE) 
COMMON SCHOLARSHIP INSTRUCTIONS AND DESCRIPTIONS 
FALL 2023-SPRING 2024

INSTRUCTIONS:

Please read the following Scholarship Descriptions carefully and review the individual award criteria to determine your eligibility. When completing the COE Common Scholarship application, you will be asked to check off each scholarship you are applying to (in Section 2) and provide information on how you meet the scholarship’s criteria (in Section 1).

The following questions are part of the application (last three questions in Section 1) and you may want to compose your answers in a separate document and copy and paste your responses into the COE Common Scholarship application. The application does not allow you to make changes to your responses after you submit the application. Submit the COE Common Scholarship application by the extended deadline: April 30, 2023.

- Please provide information about your goals as a professional in the field of education. (500 word limit)
- Please provide information about your financial situation/status. (500 word limit)
- Please provide information on how you meet the eligibility and criteria requirements of the scholarship(s) that you are applying to. (500 word limit)
- Please write 3-5 sentences thanking your scholarship donor and sharing how receiving a scholarship will benefit you. If you are selected to receive a COE scholarship, this response may be shared with your scholarship donor(s) and used on COE and/or UHF publications and websites. (250 word limit)

NOTE:
Scholarships #1 to #9 also require letter(s) of recommendation. Applicants to these scholarships should satisfy the letter(s) of recommendation requirement to the best of their ability. Applicants who apply to multiple scholarships from #1 to #9 should not provide more than two (2) total letters of recommendation. Letter(s) of recommendation should be emailed to osasge@hawaii.edu; faxed to OSAS at (808) 956-4271; or mailed to College of Education-OSAS, 1776 University Avenue, Everly Hall 126, Honolulu, HI 96822 by April 30, 2023. Award selections will be made during the summer.

SCHOLARSHIP DESCRIPTIONS:

1. Alexander Poki Kali Memorial Scholarship Fund

   Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to assist full-time, undergraduate and graduate students pursuing a degree program at the UHM COE, who are committed to careers in teaching in Hawai‘i. Preference shall be given to students of Hawaiian ancestry, from Kaua‘i and other neighbor islands, majoring in Hawaiian Studies and/or Hawaiian Language.

   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
   • Preference shall be given to students of Hawaiian ancestry, from Kaua‘i and other neighbor islands, majoring in Hawaiian Studies and/or Hawaiian Language
   • The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   • The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
   • The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
   • The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
   • The prospective recipient should also have demonstrated a commitment to teaching and improving education in Hawai‘i
   • The prospective recipient must be a State of Hawai‘i resident
   • The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstances: submit two (2) letters of reference from COE faculty members familiar with the applicant's academic ability
2. Andrew W. S. & Jennie L. In Scholarship for Graduate Study Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist full-time or part-time, graduate students pursuing an advanced degree program at the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The prospective recipient should also have: 1. Outstanding scholastic achievement; 2. A desire to improve self and profession; 3. **A letter of recommendation by Program Chairman**

3. Au and Hew Family Scholarship Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist undergraduates at the UHM COE, who reside on the Wai’anae Coast and who have a commitment to teaching in the area's schools. Preference shall be given to students of Hawaiian ancestry.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- Preference shall be given to students of Hawaiian ancestry
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient must reside on the Wai’anae Coast
- The prospective recipient should also submit two (2) letters of recommendation: one of which will come from a Wai’anae Coast community member who can speak to the applicant’s commitment to the Wai’anae Coast and the other from an instructional faculty member familiar with the applicant’s ability

4. Dorothy M. Kahananui Scholarship in Music Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist students enrolled in the Elementary Education program at the UHM COE, who intend to teach Music Elementary Education.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in Music Elementary Education
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate, Professional Diploma, or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Elementary Education with preference given to Elementary Education students or elementary school teachers with a proven interest and skills in vocal music enrolled in a COE graduate program
- The prospective recipient must be a State of Hawai‘i resident and U.S. citizen
- The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstances if no applicant meets preference: the scholarship may be given to the best qualified applicant having Music Education preparation
- The prospective recipient should also: 1) Be either preparing to teach or currently teaching in Hawai‘i; 2) Have a desire to improve and serve the community; 3) Have scholastic achievement; and 4) **Be recommended by the Department of Music faculty responsible for Music Education and by the COE faculty**

5. Edith Ling Louis & James Lun Louis Scholarship Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist students at the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have a minimum GPA of 3.5
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstances: submit two (2) letters of recommendation from instructional faculty familiar with the applicant's ability (not to be restricted to COE faculty)

6. Evelyn Siu Foo Scholarship in Education Endowment Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist promising undergraduate students who are committed to careers in Elementary Education and teaching in Hawai‘i.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in careers in Elementary Education and teaching in Hawai‘i
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
• The prospective recipient must have junior or senior standing
• The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
• The prospective recipient should also demonstrate a commitment to teaching and improving education in Hawai‘i
• The prospective recipient must have State of Hawai‘i residency
• The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstance: submit two (2) letters of reference from COE instructional faculty who are familiar with the applicant’s academic ability

7. Hawaiian Telcom Math & Science Scholarship Fund
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to attract and support talented students who plan to pursue a teaching career in Mathematics or Science at the UHM COE.
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must have the emphasis or intent to pursue a teaching career in Mathematics or Science
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
   • The prospective recipient should have a minimum GPA of 3.0
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate, Professional Diploma, or Graduate
   • The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds
   • It is the donors’ intent that a minimum award of $2,000 is awarded annually
   • This scholarship is not renewable
   • The prospective recipient should also have demonstration of normal progress toward earning a degree
   • **Letters of recommendation** and personal interview of finalists shall be reviewed by a selection committee

8. Joseph & Sumie Kaneshiro Bishop Scholarship Fund in the COE
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist students enrolled at the UHM COE.
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
   • The prospective recipient must be a qualified student of Okinawan or part-Okinawan ancestry; if not Okinawan, the scholarship shall be awarded to the best qualified student in need of financial assistance
   • The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Professional Diploma candidate
   • The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
   • The purpose of this fund is to assist students enrolled at the UHM COE
   • The prospective recipient must be a State of Hawai‘i resident and U.S. Citizen
   • The donor prefers for at least two (2) awards to be made per academic year, past recipients reapplying for the scholarship shall be given first consideration if they continue to meet criteria
   • The prospective recipient must have scholastic achievement, demonstrate a desire to improve self and the community, and a recommendation by COE faculty

9. Yoshiaki & Asako Furuya Nakamoto Scholarship for Undergraduate Study
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship assistance to a meritorious undergraduate student or students at the UHM COE.
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
   • The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
   • The prospective recipient should also have: 1. Outstanding scholastic achievement; 2. The desire to improve self and profession; 3. A recommendation by one (1) or more professor(s) with whom the student has studied

10. Bank of Hawai‘i Endowed Scholarship Fund
    **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist full-time junior, senior, or graduate students enrolled at the UHM COE.
    • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
    • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
    • Preference shall be given to students whose family income falls within HUD guidelines of a low to moderate-income family
    • The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
    • The prospective recipient should have the level of junior, senior or graduate student
    • The prospective recipient should have a major of a teacher certification program in the COE
    • The prospective recipient should also demonstrate a commitment to teaching as a profession, and a desire to improve oneself and serve the community in the State of Hawai‘i, Guam, or American Samoa
    • The prospective recipient must be from Hawai‘i, Guam, or American Samoa
11. Betty Nakamura Totoki Endowed Scholarship Fund  
**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree or certificate at the UHM COE who are graduates of McKinley High School. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).
- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a minimum GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of McKinley High School
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds, it is the donor’s intent to award two (2) scholarships of at least $1,000 annually
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met and the recipients are currently enrolled in the UHM COE
- The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstances: intention to teach in Hawai‘i as self-identified through the application process

12. COE Alumni Association Endowed Scholarship Fund  
**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree or certificate in any area of study at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).
- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met
- The prospective recipient should also have demonstrated commitment to teaching as a profession
- The prospective recipient must be a State of Hawai‘i resident
- The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstances: preference shall be given to alumni of the COE who are members of the COE Alumni Association who are continuing their education

13. COE General Scholarship Fund  
**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship assistance to students at the UHM COE. Funds may be used for tuition, fees, books and living expenses.
- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education

14. Colonel Willys E. Lord, DVM & Sandina L. Lord Scholarship Fund in the COE  
**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist undergraduate and graduate students at the UHM COE.
- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate and Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education

15. Cornelia F. and Roy Sakamoto Scholarship Endowment  
**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students in any area of study at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).
- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0 or above
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of any area of study
• Award recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met

16. Daeufer Family Scholarship
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide support for scholarships and lecture series at the UHM COE.
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in Students interested in becoming either a Secondary English or Social Science teacher
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
   • The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
   • The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
   • The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
   • The prospective recipient must be a State of Hawai‘i resident

17. Dr. Charles & Ellen Araki Education Endowment
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree or certificate in any area of study at the UHM COE, with a preference for students who have demonstrated participation and commitment to fitness, athleticism, or sports. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.)
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
   • The prospective recipient should have some financial need not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines
   • The prospective recipient should have academic merit, as determined by the selection committee
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
   • The prospective recipient should have a major of any area of student at the College of Education
   • There is a number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met and the recipients are currently enrolled in the UHM COE
   • The prospective recipient should also have demonstrated participation and commitment to fitness, athleticism, or sports, preferred

18. Dr. James A.Y. and Nora Nishiyama Yee Endowed Scholarship
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree in the field of education at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
   • The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   • The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a public high school in the State of Hawai‘i, as a preference
   • The prospective recipient should have a cumulative GPA of 3.0 or above
   • The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
   • The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
   • The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds
   • Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met

19. Elaine M. Takenaka Endowed Scholarship
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to undergraduate students pursuing a degree or certificate at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).
   • The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
   • The prospective recipient must be an undergraduate student pursuing a degree or certificate at the COE
   • The prospective recipient must be a resident of the State of Hawai‘i
   • The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
   • The prospective recipient should have academic merit as determined by the selection committee, as a preference
   • The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines, as a preference
   • The prospective recipient should be enrolled in the early childhood program or the elementary education program at the COE, as a preference
20. Ellen Tom & Chow Loy Tom, PhD Scholarship Fund
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students at the UHM COE, who are specializing in the field of Mathematics and/or Science.
   - The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   - The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in the field of Mathematics and/or Science
   - The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
   - The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   - The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
   - The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate, including certificate programs
   - The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
   - The prospective recipient may be international

21. Esther M. Sato & Jean M. Sakihara Scholarship Endowment in Memory of Loren I. Shishido
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students at the UHM COE with preference given to students who are pursuing careers as foreign language teachers, particularly Japanese language teachers.
   - The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   - The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
   - The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   - The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0 or above
   - The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate, Graduate, including certificate programs
   - The prospective recipient should have a major of Education with preference given to students who are pursuing careers as foreign language teachers, particularly Japanese language teachers, as self-identified through the application process

22. Frances M. J. & Alexander L. Pickens Scholarship Fund in Secondary Education
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist students enrolled in the Secondary Education program at the UHM COE.
   - The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   - The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in the arts, which includes applied arts and performing arts
   - The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
   - The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   - The prospective recipient should have outstanding scholastic achievement
   - The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate
   - The prospective recipient should have a major of Secondary Education
   - It is the donors' intent that awards be no less than $2000 per student per academic year
   - The prospective recipient should also have commitment to teaching and improving education in Hawai‘i
   - The purpose of this fund is to assist students enrolled in the Secondary Education program at the UHM COE
   - The prospective recipient must be a permanent resident of the State of Hawai‘i

23. Frank B. Brown Memorial Scholarship
   **Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students majoring in Secondary Education at the UHM COE.
   - The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
   - The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
   - Preference shall be given to students of Samoan ancestry
   - The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
   - The prospective recipient should have 3.0
   - The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
   - The prospective recipient should have a major of Secondary Education
   - The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students majoring in Secondary Education at the UHM COE
   - Preference shall be given to students who intend to teach English or Social Studies, as made evident through having taken courses in or related to English and/or Social Studies
24. Geoffrey Michaelson and Lehua Ii-Michaelson Scholarship Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist students in their final semester in the Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science (KRS) program at the UHM COE who intend to pursue a career/practice Physical Therapy in Hawai‘i. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should be a student of the Department of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science
- The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in or pursue a career/practice Physical Therapy in Hawai‘i, as self-identified through the application process
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a minimum GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Kinesiology and Rehabilitation Science
- The prospective recipient must be in their final semester of the KRS program

25. Harry C. & Nee-Chang Wong Foundation Endowed Scholarship Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a Post Baccalaureate Certificate in Secondary Education (PBCSE) at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should be a student of Secondary Education
- The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in Post Baccalaureate Secondary Education (PBCSE) with a focus in Math and/or Science
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need although not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have satisfactory academic performance as determined by the selection committee
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Post Baccalaureate Certificate in Secondary Education
- It is the donor's intent that as many qualified students as possible be assisted and that scholarship award amounts not exceed 80% of one (1) semester's tuition
- This scholarship is non-renewable
- The prospective recipient must be entering into their final "teaching" semester of the program (third semester out of three) when students are in the field

26. Harry C. & Nee-Chang Wong Foundation Endowment For Graduate Studies

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a Master's degree in a Math, Science and/or STEM Education program at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- Recipient should have satisfactory academic performance as determined by the selection committee
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate (final year of their master's degree)
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Math, Science and/or STEM Education program
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds
- It is the donor’s preference that scholarship award amounts not exceed 80% of one (1) semester’s tuition
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met and the recipients are currently enrolled in the UHM COE
- The prospective recipient must be in the final year of their study

27. Hazel Van Allen Scholarship in Teacher Preparation

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships for teacher preparation for students enrolled in the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, as determined by the COE
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships for teacher preparation for students enrolled in the UHM COE.

The prospective recipient should have the following special circumstances: underrepresented student populations.

28. Hiroaki, Elaine & Lawrence Kono Memorial Endowed Scholarship

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist undergraduate and master’s students majoring in Education at the UHM COE with preference given to students with a focus in English or Language Arts. Funds shall be used for all costs associated with attendance (tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE.
- The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in English or Language Arts, preferred.
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time.
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines.
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0 or higher.
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hilo, Hawai'i high school.
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate.
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds.
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met.
- Preference shall be given to students who intend to teach in Hawai'i as self-identified through the application process.

29. Howard K. and Ruth G. Benham Endowment

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide program and educational project support in addition to scholarship assistance for students focusing on youth sports and fitness, Health and Physical Education, Teacher Education or Early Childhood Education, at the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE.
- Preference shall be given to students focus on youth sports and fitness, Health and Physical Education, Teacher Education or Early Childhood Education.
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time.
- Preference shall be given to students of Native Hawaiian ancestry as self-identified (as long as it is not determined to be contrary to future state and/or federal law).
- The prospective recipient should have a cumulative GPA of 2.8 or above.
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate.
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education.
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds.
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met.

30. Ivanelle Hoe Endowed Scholarship in Special Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree or certificate in Special Education at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM.
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time.
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines.
- The prospective recipient should have academic merit as determined by the selection committee.
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate from the State of Hawai‘i, preferred.
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate.
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Special Education.
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds.
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met and the recipients are currently enrolled at the UHM COE.

31. James I. & Ella M. (Ohta) Tomita Scholarship

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students at the UHM COE who intend to pursue a teaching career in Hawai‘i. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE.
- Preference shall be given to students who intend to pursue a teaching career in Hawai‘i.
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time.
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines.
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0.
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate.
- The prospective recipient should have a major of any area of study in the COE.
- Preference shall be given to students majoring in Secondary Education and/or Educational Administration.
• The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students at the UHM COE who intend to pursue a teaching career in Hawai‘i

32. Jodean Marie Behner-Schneider Dela Cruz Endowed Scholarship

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree focused in the fields of science, technology, engineering, and/or math (STEM) at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have satisfactory academic performance as determined by the selection committee
- The prospective recipient should be pursuing a degree or certificate that will lead to teacher licensure in a STEM field
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate, Post-Baccalaureate, or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should be from an underrepresented student population, as defined by the University
- The prospective recipient should have a demonstrated commitment to education and serving the Filipino community
- The amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds. Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met and the recipients are currently enrolled at the UHM COE

33. Kathryn Au Shen Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist students pursuing a degree in Elementary Education at the UHM COE and to provide program support for the College's Elementary Education Department.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a minimum GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Elementary Education
- The prospective recipient should also have demonstrated commitment to self-improvement, teaching and education in Hawai‘i

34. Kenneth and Laura Onomoto Miyoshi Scholarship Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students at the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0 or above
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The prospective recipient should also have demonstrated a career interest in teaching, and demonstrated interest in self-improvement through involvement with professional and community organizations

35. Lena and Rodney Young Endowed Scholarship for Graduate Studies in Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students at the UHM COE who intend to pursue a teaching career in Hawai‘i. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have academic merit as determined by the selection committee
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major or pursuing a Master’s degree or PhD in Special Education or Learning Design & Technology at the COE

36. Margaret T. Ohta Endowed Scholarship for Elementary Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree in Elementary Education at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0 or above
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of Elementary Education with preference to students who express or demonstrate interest in teaching grades K-3, as identified through the application process
• The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds
• Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met

37. Patricia B. Lopes Memorial Scholarship Endowment in Elementary Education

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to support students pursuing a degree in Elementary Education at the UHM COE, who intend to teach in Hawai‘i. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (tuition, books, fees, etc.).

• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
• The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
• The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of Elementary Education
• Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal so long as all criteria are met
• The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to support students pursuing a degree in Elementary Education at the UHM COE who intend to teach in Hawai‘i

38. Pearl N. & Paul T. Yamashita Scholarship in Special Education

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to attract and assist students enrolled at the UHM COE who are committed to careers in teaching in Hawai‘i. Preference shall be given to students majoring in Special Education and members of Pi Lambda Theta or Student Council for Exceptional Children.

• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
• The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily as defined by federal guidelines
• The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.5
• The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of Special Education
• Preference shall be given to students majoring in Special Education and members of Pi Lambda Theta or Student Council for Exceptional Children
• The purpose of this fund is to attract and assist students enrolled at the UHM COE who are committed to careers in teaching in Hawai‘i
• The prospective recipient must be a Hawai‘i resident

39. Robert L. and Brigitte M. Campbell Scholarship Fund in Science Education

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support for students seeking a degree in Education with an emphasis on Science in the UHM COE.

• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in science curricula of secondary schools in Hawai‘i
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
• The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
• The prospective recipient should have a 3.0 cumulative GPA and a 2.5 GPA in the science courses completed at an accredited college or university
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• With all other factors being equal, preference shall be given to students with an academic major in one (1) of the physical sciences
• The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support for students seeking a degree in Education with an emphasis on Science in the UHM COE

40. Royal T. & Aurora A. Fruehling Fellowship-Graduate Study

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to assist a meritorious graduate student enrolled full-time in the UHM COE.

• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM
• The prospective recipient should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time (minimum 8 credit hours)
• The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.5
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate
• Preference shall be given to applicants having experience as a classroom teacher, school counselor, or educational administrator

41. Scholarship Fund in Special Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students enrolled in the Special Education program at the UHM COE to help individuals with developmental disabilities, to enable them to lead meaningful and productive lives.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Special Education
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- Preference shall be given to a graduate of a Hawai‘i high school
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient must be a U.S. Citizen

42. Scholarship in Early Childhood Education Fund

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarship support for Early Childhood Education students enrolled full-time in the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM
- The prospective recipient should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in Early Childhood Education
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate, Post-Baccalaureate or Graduate

43. Special Education Student Aid Fund

**Purpose:** Generate annual designated expendable payments to support scholarships in the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate

44. Stanley and Agnes Ing Family Scholarship

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist undergraduate and master’s students majoring in Education at the UHM COE. Preference shall be given to students who major in Preschool or Elementary Education and who intend to teach in Hawai‘i.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0 or above
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Master's students
- Preference shall be given to Preschool or Elementary Education majors who intend to teach in Hawai‘i
- The prospective recipient should also be enrolled in the teacher certification program

45. Stella Lau In Memorial Scholarship Fund for the College of Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to assist undergraduate or graduate students at the UHM COE with preference shall be given to students intending to pursue a career in Elementary Education.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- Preference shall be given to students in Elementary Education
- Awards will be made competitively based upon academic excellence

46. Stephanie Feeney Scholarship in Early Childhood Education

**Purpose:** The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to students at the UHM COE who are specializing in the field of Early Childhood Education. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (tuition, books, fees, supplies etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient should have the emphasis or intent to specialize in the field of Early Childhood Education
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
• The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
• The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
• First priority shall be given to students enrolled in the MEd program in Early Childhood Education. The scholarship may be awarded to a student in the Preschool/Primary specialization in the MEd in Curriculum Studies who works in a program with children between birth and five years of age, or a senior in the dual certification program in Early Childhood Education in the COE
• The prospective recipient should also have evidence of leadership potential in the field of Early Childhood Education

47. Sushil and Birendra Huja Education Scholarship

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to undergraduate or graduate students pursuing degrees in any area of study at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).
• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time or part-time
• The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
• The prospective recipient should have a minimum GPA of 3.0
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of any area of study at the COE

48. The Sybil Nyborg Heide Scholarship in Education Fund

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to assist promising and deserving future teachers at the UHM COE. Preference shall be given to candidates with volunteer or work experience in group education.
• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
• The prospective recipient should demonstrate some degree of financial need, although not necessarily determined by federal guidelines, to qualify
• The prospective recipient should have record of academic achievement and demonstrated success as a leader in a group setting, either as an employee or volunteer, shall be the principle criteria
• The prospective recipient must be a graduate of State of Hawai‘i public high school
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate and must be a Junior or Senior
• The prospective recipient should have volunteer or work experience in group education
• The purpose of this fund is to assist promising and deserving future teachers at the UHM COE
• The number and amount of award is renewable, preference given to previous recipients so long as they continue to meet criteria and academic requirements

49. The Takasuke and Tome Nomura Family Scholarship Fund

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to assist full-time, undergraduate or graduate students committed to a career in education, enrolled at the UHM COE.
• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
• Past recipients may reapply for one (1) additional year
• The prospective recipient must be a Hawai‘i resident

50. Teruo & Violet Ihara Scholarship

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to assist students in the UHM COE.
• The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
• The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
• The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
• The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
• The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
• The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
51. Tokuji and Toshiko Ono Endowed Scholarship in Education

Purpose: This fund is to provide scholarship support to students pursuing a degree in Education at the UHM COE. Funds shall be used for costs associated with attendance (e.g. tuition, books, fees, etc.).

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have academic merit as determined by the selection committee
- The prospective recipient must be a graduate of a State of Hawai‘i public high school
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The number and amount of award shall be determined by the selection committee based on the availability of funds
- Recipients are eligible for scholarship renewal for up to four (4) years so long as all criteria are met

52. Toshiko & Shiro Amioka Scholarship Fund for Excellence & Achievement

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to assist graduating seniors enrolled full-time in the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education and must be a graduating Senior
- The prospective recipient should also have outstanding scholastic achievement and a desire to improve self and profession

53. William Randolph Hearst Scholarship Fund

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to students enrolled in the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- Preference shall be given to students of under-represented ethnic groups in education in Hawai‘i
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The prospective recipient should also demonstrate a commitment to teaching and improving education in Hawai‘i
- Preference shall be given to students who intend to permanently reside in the U.S. after completion of their study

54. Yoshimitsu Takei Family Scholarship Fund

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to students of modest financial circumstances to study at the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient should have completed courses and obtained a Baccalaureate degree
- The prospective recipient should be of modest financial circumstances; some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of a teacher certification program in the COE

55. Yuriko K. and Cheong Lum Scholarship Fund

Purpose: The purpose of this fund is to provide scholarships to assist students in the UHM COE.

- The prospective recipient should be attending classes at UHM and should be a student of the COE
- The prospective recipient must be enrolled full-time
- The prospective recipient should have some degree of financial need, not necessarily determined by federal guidelines
- The prospective recipient should have a GPA of 3.0
- The prospective recipient should have the level of Undergraduate or Graduate
- The prospective recipient should have a major of Education
- The prospective recipient should also have demonstrated a commitment to teaching as a profession